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Rally-inspired sport compact cars are on the verge of extinction, but the next-generation Subaru
WRX aims to reignite interest for this enthusiast-focused breed. While we've only seen a
camouflaged example of the new WRX, its large hood scoop and bulging fenders were clearly
visible, and they were enough to whet our appetite. With the adoption of a new architecture that
should improve driving dynamics, the possibility of a more powerful turbocharged flat-four
engine, and the likelihood of a nicer interior, the WRX promises to be a big improvement over
the outgoing version. While there's a lot of specifics that we still don't know, the spy phots that
we've captured as well as our well-informed speculation have us chomping at the bit to see the
production-intent version, which we hope will be unveiled soon. We're not exactly sure what
engine will power the next WRX, but we suspect it'll be the turbocharged 2. However, it will
certainly be tuned to make more than its current horsepower and lb-ft of torque. We've even
heard rumors that it could make as much as horses and lb-ft on the higher-performance STI.
Naturally, the regular WRX would be less powerful than that, but it should still pack more than
the current engine, which makes horses and lb-ft. What we can say with confidence is that the
company's ubiquitous all-wheel-drive system will continue to be standard. We also expect
Subaru to again offer the WRX with a choice of either a continuously variable automatic
transmission CVT or a manual gearbox. The switch to Subaru's Global Platform should also
give the sport compact a stiffer structure and a lower center of gravity than its predecessor.
Neither the EPA nor Subaru have announced fuel-economy estimates for the WRX, so we don't
know how efficient the sedan will be in the city or on the highway. Once the official figures are
made available and we have the chance to test one on our mph highway fuel-economy route,
which is part of our extensive testing regimen , we can evaluate its real-world mpg. We don't
expect Subaru to drastically change the next WRX's interior design, but we do expect it to be
updated with nicer materials and, hopefully, better sound deadening. Of course, there should be
no shortage of desirable features that carry over from the current generation. We also expect
the next WRX to offer a set of comfortable and supportive front seats, similar to the optional
Recaro seats that are available on the outgoing model. However, we can only hope that Subaru
preserves the old version's excellent outward visibility and spacious trunk. Photos of the
camouflaged test car indicate there is lots of glass area and a good-sized, conventional trunk.
While we don't expect the next WRX to be available with the massive The list of popular features
will likely include Apple CarPlay and Android Auto as well as built-in navigation and USB outlets
for front- and rear-seat passengers. While we can only guess what active safety systems Subaru
will offer on the next WRX, the company's suite of driver-assistance technologyâ€” called
EyeSight â€”should continue to be available. Key safety features will likely include:. Subaru
provides a competitive, albeit unspectacular, limited and powertrain warranty. There's also no
complimentary scheduled maintenance, but that's not uncommon in this segment of sport
compacts. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Eric
Stafford. Eric Tingwall Car and Driver. More on the Subaru WRX. The Car and Driver Difference.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. In fact, the STI's finicky turbocharged flat-four
cylinder engine and firm suspension can startle even ardent driving enthusiasts. However, its
tenacious all-wheel-drive system and manual-only transmission are notable hallmarks of the
sporty Subaru sedan. While the STI lacks the cargo space of rival hi-po hatchbacks such as the
Honda Civic Type R , it's better equipped to conquer terrain in all four seasons thanks to its
all-wheel drive. Sure, its noisy operation and other obsolete attributes will cause some
shoppers to spurn it, but the car's rawness and rowdiness will fascinate masochists, er, purists.
The base model does now come standard with passive hands-free entry and push-button start.
It's hard to justify the extra cost of the Limited trim level versus the base WRX STI, because all
the performance is standard on both models. As a result, the rational half of our brain says go
with the base version. It still comes with a 7. But this old engine is not as smooth or as
hard-hitting as the smaller turbo fours powering the Subie's closest peers. Along with some
initial lag from the big turbo spooling up, the engine's lack of low-end grunt manifests in a
short, punchy power delivery that can be cumbersome around town. Working its standard
six-speed manual gearbox is a must to keep the car pulling strongly, including abusive,
high-rpm clutch drops to achieve maximum acceleration from a standstill. Driven with full fury,
however, the STI's controls sync together effectively. With its buttoned-down chassis and
all-wheel-drive traction, the STI is more athletic and enjoyable on twisty back roads than the
workaday WRX. The firm suspension keeps excessive body motion in check at the expense of
some ride comfort on rougher pavement, but this hottest Subaru is still livable as a daily driver
for enthusiasts. Its electrically assisted steering is quick, direct, and blessed with moderate feel,
while the adjustable center differential allows the driver to further fine-tune the chassis by
varying the drivetrain's front-to-rear torque split. The STI's pedals are nicely spaced for
race-driver-like heel-and-toe downshifts, with the firm brake pedal returning good initial bite and

easy modulation. The WRX STI's engine is larger and of an older design than most of today's
hot four-cylinders, which, in combination with the Subaru's short gearing, means it is the least
frugal in its class. In terms of fuel-economy ratings, the EPA estimates that some
four-wheel-drive mid-size pickups will actually take you farther on a gallon of gas than the STI.
The government rates the zestiest WRX at 16 mpg in the city and 22 mpg on the highway.
During our mile fuel-economy test, it beat its highway rating by 3 mpg 25 total â€”but that still
trails rivals by several mpg. As with most sport-compact cars, the WRX STI's humble origins are
most visible inside its cabin, which is pretty basic in quality, layout, and feature count. Despite
the red seatbelts and red accents on the optional Recaro seats, the ambience is rather dark, and
the updated materials and additional sound insulation do little to elevate the STI's trappings
proportionately with its price. However, all of the Subaru's competitors are hatchbacks that
offer greater versatility for swallowing cargo. It has adequate storage for small items on its
center console, with the main spots being its console bin and smallish door pockets. Along with
a 5. While not the most advanced or highest-resolution setup on the market, it operates
intuitively and has a range of modern features. Apple CarPlay and Android Auto connectivity,
however, are not among them. Driver-assistance technology is not found on most rally cars, so
Subaru leaves it up to the driver to control the STI. However, it is available with a couple key
safety features, including:. Subaru's warranty coverage is pretty standard for this class of
compact hatchbacks. While Hyundai provides the Veloster N hot hatch with complimentary
maintenance, the WRX and the rest of its competitors go without. Displacement: cu in, cc
Power: hp rpm Torque: lb-ft rpm. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. View Photos. Eric Stafford. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From Subaru. Invalid Zip Code. Need to connect with a Hawaiian retailer?
Visit Subaru of Hawaii. About the Love Promise. Includes these key features:. Includes WRX key
features and adds:. Includes WRX Premium key features and adds:. Use a comma , to separate
email addresses. This field cannot be left blank. Please enter a valid email address. Please enter
a valid number of email addresses, no more than 5. Sorry, there are no special offers for this
vehicle available at this time. The information provided here in is for illustration only and is an
estimate only. Please see your Subaru retailer for information on actual terms and conditions of
purchase agreements, which will vary based on the specific vehicle, options and purchase or
lease terms that you select. The monthly payment amounts herein are estimates, are subject to
change based on current rates and exclude all official fees, state, local, property, sales or luxury
taxes and insurance that may be assessed in your district. All information is subject to credit
approval. Legal Disclaimers. Destination and delivery includes handling and inland freight fees
and may vary in some states. Prices, specifications, options, features and models subject to
change without notice. Actual mileage may vary. Actual mileage will vary. Whatever comes first
concludes the warranty. No down payment required. Offer may vary by location. Other rates and
payment terms available. Financing for well-qualified applicants only. Length of contract is
limited. Subject to credit approval, vehicle insurance approval and vehicle availability. See
participating retailers for details. Must take delivery from retailer stock by March 1, Subaru has
the utmost respect for the environment and is a proud partner of Leave No Trace. Care was
taken not to harm the environment when taking this photo. A and Alcantara is produced by
Toray Group. Subaru of America, Inc. Retailers are independent businesses and are free to set
their own retail prices. All information contained at this Internet site is intended for the USA
market only. Knowing your location allows us to display the proper information for your area.
Get the most precise number on the Subaru you want. Get a Local Price. Skip to Content. Your
Zip Code. Use my current location. Your Subaru Retailer. Subaru Confidence In Motion. Outback
Onyx Edition XT shown. Forester Sport shown. Impreza Sport 5-door shown. Crosstrek Sport
Shown. Legacy Limited shown. Ascent Touring shown. Up to 90 MPGe. Crosstrek Hybrid
Shown. WRX Limited Shown. BRZ tS Shown. STI Vehicle Lineup. Subaru Tecnica International.
All Vehicles. Find Your Subaru. Certified Pre-Owned. Certified Pre-Owned Fully checked,
factory-covered and ready for more adventures. Search Inventory. Future Vehicles and
Concepts. Build the WRX that's right for you. Compare the to and others. Send an Email Share
this:. Back to top. Get a Local Price Ready to see a Subaru in person? Your preferred retailer
will contact you shortly. Enter your contact information All information is required unless noted.
Invalid format. Confirm your retailer near: Your Zip Code. Retailer Inventory See what local
Subaru retailers have to offer. Schedule a Test Drive Appointment times are not final until
confirmed by someone at. Please enter a valid phone number. Special Offers View our special
offers. Payment Calculator The information provided here in is for illustration only and is an
estimate only. Select Vehicle. Model Year: Current. Select Model. Connect with Subaru. Get
Email Updates. Customer Support. Please Enter Zip Knowing your location allows us to display
the proper information for your area. Your location cannot be displayed. Invalid Zip Code. Need

to connect with a Hawaiian retailer? Visit Subaru of Hawaii. About the Love Promise. The
balanced design of Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive creates uniform stability and delivers an
optimal distribution of power for maximum traction, which means you can confidently rocket
out of corners on the track, kick up dirt on back roads, and head out on a road trip in all kinds of
conditions. The high-performance track-tuned suspension on the WRX features aggressive
spring and damper rates, large front and rear anti-roll bars, and wide summer tires for
tremendous grip and control. The double-wishbone rear suspension with pillow ball bushings
enables flat cornering while the rigid unibody with reinforced suspension mounting points
creates the ideal platform for the best-handling WRX ever. It actively reduces understeer so the
apex of every corner is just an easy turn of the wheel away. Electric power steering with a quick
Aluminum front lower control arms reduce unsprung weight and pivot on pillow ball bushings
for instant response. This horizontal layout also offers better balance while delivering a
maximum transfer of power. The hp direct-injection turbocharged engine features a twin-scroll
turbocharger for near-instant boost response and maximum power across a wide power band,
delivering pound-feet of torque from 2, to 5, RPM. Available high-performance Brembo 4-piston
front and 2-piston rear calipers are matched to cross-drilled discs to give you confident,
fade-resistant control for attacking your favorite corner. It perfectly blends the convenience of
an advanced automatic transmission with the ability to manually control shifts in 6- or 8-speed
manual modes for enhanced driver involvement. Wireless pairing and hands-free smartphone
operation allow for safe and easy access to your favorite apps and content. Standard roof rack
brackets allow for even more versatility. Available EyeSight monitors traffic movement,
optimizes cruise control, and warns you when you're swaying outside your lane. The Automatic
Pre-Collision Braking feature can even apply full braking force and bring you to a complete stop
in emergency situations. At the heart of the system lies a high-performance class-D amplifier
that outputs equivalent watts of power. With this thoughtfully designed audio system,
passengers receive the authentic audio reproduction Harman Kardon is known for. Packed with
a turbocharger that works with a large-capacity intercooler to boost output and response, the
WRX STI features a high-flow intake and low-restriction exhaust to deliver horsepower and
pound-feet of torque to all four wheels for intense acceleration. The Brembo performance
braking system features yellow-finished 6-piston front and 2-piston rear monoblock calipers
along with large cross-drilled rotors for excellent braking feel and fade resistance. Standard
inch alloy wheels sport a striking Y-shaped spoke design and provide low unsprung weight for
quick suspension response. An STI-exclusive steering ratio provides instantaneous response
with outstanding road feel and feedback. Use a comma , to separate email addresses. This field
cannot be left blank. Please enter a valid email address. Please enter a valid number of email
addresses, no more than 5. Sorry, there are no special offers for this vehicle available at this
time. The information provided here in is for illustration only and is an estimate only. Please see
your Subaru retailer for information on actual terms and conditions of purchase agreements,
which will vary based on the specific vehicle, options and purchase or lease terms that you
select. The monthly payment amounts herein are estimates, are subject to change based on
current rates and exclude all official fees, state, local, property, sales or luxury taxes and
insurance that may be assessed in your district. All information is subject to credit approval.
Legal Disclaimers. Destination and delivery includes handling and inland freight fees and may
vary in some states. Prices, specifications, options, features and models subject to change
without notice. Actual mileage may vary. Actual mileage will vary. Whatever comes first
concludes the warranty. No down payment required. Offer may vary by location. Other rates and
payment terms available. Financing for well-qualified applicants only. Length of contract is
limited. Subject to credit approval, vehicle insurance approval and vehicle availability. See
participating retailers for details. Must take delivery from retailer stock by March 1, Subaru has
the utmost respect for the environment and is a proud partner of Leave No Trace. Care was
taken not to harm the environment when taking this photo. A and Alcantara is produced by
Toray Group. Subaru of America, Inc. Retailers are independent businesses and are free to set
their own retail prices. All information contained at this Internet site is intended for the USA
market only. Knowing your location allows us to display the proper information for your area.
Get the most precise number on the Subaru you want. Get a Local Price. Skip to Content. Your
Zip Code. Use my current location. Your Subaru Retailer. Subaru Confidence In Motion. Outback
Onyx Edition XT shown. Forester Sport shown. Impreza Sport 5-door shown. Crosstrek Sport
Shown. Legacy Limited shown. Ascent Touring shown. Up to 90 MPGe. Crosstrek Hybrid
Shown. WRX Limited Shown. BRZ tS Shown. STI Vehicle Lineup. Subaru Tecnica International.
All Vehicles. Find Your Subaru. Certified Pre-Owned. Certified Pre-Owned Fully checked,
factory-covered and ready for more adventures. Search Inventory. Future Vehicles and
Concepts. Available in white to match your knuckles. Subaru Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive The

balanced design of Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive creates uniform stability and delivers an
optimal distribution of power for maximum traction, which means you can confidently rocket
out of corners on the track, kick up dirt on back roads, and head out on a road trip in all kinds of
conditions. Track-Tuned Suspension The high-performance track-tuned suspension on the
WRX features aggressive spring and damper rates, large front and rear anti-roll bars, and wide
summer tires for tremendous grip and control. Standard on: All WRX models. Available on:
WRX Premium. Load it up. Lightweight inch Wheels Standard inch alloy wheels sport a striking
Y-shaped spoke design and provide low unsprung weight for quick suspension response.
Ultra-Quick Steering Ratio An STI-exclusive steering ratio provides instantaneous response
with outstanding road feel and feedback. Send an Email Share this:. Back to top. Get a Local
Price Ready to see a Subaru in person? Your preferred retailer will contact you shortly. Enter
your contact information All information is required unless noted. Invalid format. Confirm your
retailer near: Your Zip Code. Retailer Inventory See what local Subaru retailers have to offer.
Schedule a Test Drive Appointment times are not final until confirmed by someone at. Please
enter a valid phone number. Special Offers View our special offers. Payment Calculator The
information provided here in is for illustration only and is an estimate only. Select Vehicle.
Model Year: Current. Select Model. Connect with Subaru. Get Email Updates. Customer Support.
Please Enter Zip Knowing your location allows us to display the proper information for your
area. Your location cannot be displayed. Rally-inspired sport compact cars are on the verge of
extinction, but the next-generation Subaru WRX aims to reignite interest for this
enthusiast-focused breed. While we've only seen a camouflaged example of the new WRX, its
large hood scoop and bulging fenders were clearly visible, and they were enough to whet our
appetite. With the adoption of a new architecture that should improve driving dynamics, the
possibility of a more powerful turbocharged flat-four engine, and the likelihood of a nicer
interior, the WRX promises to be a big improvement over the outgoing version. While there's a
lot of specifics that we still don't know, the spy phots that we've captured as well as our
well-informed speculation have us chomping at the bit to see the production-intent version,
which we hope will be unveiled soon. We're not exactly sure what engine will power the next
WRX, but we suspect it'll be the turbocharged 2. However, it will certainly be tuned to make
more than its current horsepower and lb-ft of torque. We've even heard rumors that it could
make as much as horses and lb-ft on the higher-performance STI. Naturally, the regular WRX
would be less powerful than that, but it should still pack more than the current engine, which
makes horses and lb-ft. What we can say with confidence is that the company's ubiquitous
all-wheel-drive system will continue to be standard. We also expect Subaru to again offer the
WRX with a choice of either a continuously variable automatic transmission CVT or a manual
gearbox. The switch to Subaru's Global Platform should also give the sport compact a stiffer
structure and a lower center of gravity than its predecessor. Neither the EPA nor Subaru have
announced fuel-economy estimates for the WRX, so we don't know how efficient the sedan will
be in the city or on the highway. Once the official figures are made available and we have the
chance to test one on our mph highway fuel-economy route, which is part of our extensive
testing regimen , we can evaluate its real-world mpg. We don't expect Subaru to drastically
change the next WRX's interior design, but we do expect it to be updated with nicer materials
and, hopefully, better sound deadening. Of course, there should be no shortage of desirable
features that carry over from the current generation. We also expect the next WRX to offer a set
of comfortable and supportive front seats, similar to the optional Recaro seats that are available
on the outgoing model. However, we can only hope that Subaru preserves the old version's
excellent outward visibility and spacious trunk. Photos of the camouflaged test car indicate
there is lots of glass area and a good-sized, conventional trunk. While we don't expect the next
WRX to be available with the massive The list of popular features will likely include Apple
CarPlay and Android Auto as well as built-in navigation and USB outlets for front- and rear-seat
passengers. While we can only guess what active safety systems Subaru will offer on the next
WRX, the company's suite of driver-assistance technologyâ€” called EyeSight â€”should
continue to be available. Key safety features will likely include:. Subaru provides a competitive,
albeit unspectacular, limited and powertrain warranty. There's also no complimentary
scheduled maintenance, but that's not uncommon in this segment of sport compacts. More
Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Eric Stafford. Eric
Tingwall Car and Driver. More on the Subaru WRX. The Car and Driver Difference.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. We've been waiting for a new version of the Subaru
WRX ever since the redesigned Impreza compact arrived a few years ago, and it looks like we
will have to keep waiting for at least another year for it to arrive. But we already know lots of
information about the new model, and new rumors are cropping up all the time, such as the
latest report from Forbes that says the WRX STI will pack a big punch: up to horsepower's

worth, to be specific. The reported output figures of at least horsepower and lb-ft of torque for
the STI are new, though, and surprising, given that this engine makes horsepower and lb-ft of
torque in its more plebeian applications. The WRX's platform, too, will be shared with other
Subaru models , which all ride on what the company calls its Subaru Global Platform. These
underpinnings will likely give it a lower center of gravity compared to the outgoing WRX, and
all-wheel drive will be standard, natch. It will of course have a stiffer suspension, larger brakes,
and grippier tires compared to the Impreza, and we're hoping to see the STI with those iconic
gold wheels. As for the new model's styling, Subaru has offered a few previews of what the
WRX will look like in the form of the Viziv Performance concept from a few years ago and the
recently revealed Japan-market Levorg wagon. Our artist's rendering shows a WRX that's lower,
longer, and more aggressive than the current car, with more differentiation than before to set it
apart from the mainstream Impreza sedan. Our best guess is that the new WRX will debut
sometime in , meaning there's a possibility it will arrive in the U. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best
Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of Illustration by Radovan
Varicak Car and Driver. One report says it will have over horsepower from a turbocharged 2. We
expect the new WRX models to arrive sometime in for the model year. Goodbye EJ Rex
Rampage. You may be able to find the same content in another format, or you may be able to
find more information, at their web site. This content is created and maintained by a third party,
and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to
find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From News. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. Just look at it.
The raw carbon body looks like an actual cheese grater. You could throw a whole chicken at the
front fender as it drives by and end up with shredded BBQ. Its hood-exit flame-spitting exhaust
will even give the bird a nice char as it passes over the front of the car. The wacky aero was
apparently developed in a wind tunnel. Travis Pastrana will be behind the wheel in this
Gymkhana series that is promised to be even bigger and better than the Gymkhana videos
before it. Engine , suspension, aero â€” everything is unlimited, clean sheet. Gymkhana is a new
challenge for me but I want to raise the bar, and this is the car to do it. The car itself is a
collaboration between Subaru and partner Vermont SportsCar. It did start as a production STI,
but it looks nothing like it now. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep
the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and
for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to
keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for read
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